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PILOT-832D
■ Programs eight devices at the same

time in gang mode or set mode
■ Supports flash memory and other

programmable memories
■ Software-controlled from PC or

compatibles through standard
printer port

■ Easy new device support via disk or
modem

■ Free lifetime software updates via
BBS

■ Optionally supports other package
types including PSOP, TSOP and
PLCC

■ Universal 110/230 volt automatic
switched AC input

■ Made in USA by one of the most
dependable programmer
manufacturers

PILOT-832D is a very flexible gang/set
programmer for programming Intel Flash
memory components. It consists of a base
machine and a top Gang Module
(GM-832D) which has eight DIP sockets
for programming eight DIP packages at
the same time.

The top Gang Module can use Gang
Adapters such as AG-S044A from Advin
to program eight PSOP 44-pin devices
such as the Intel PA28F400BV. It can also
use AG-48A to program eight 48-pin
TSOP devices such as the Intel
E28F400CV.

The top Gang Module is replaceable with
other modules such as the 32-pin PLCC
module (GM-832C) or the 44-pin PLCC
module (GM-844C) to program 32-pin or
44-pin PLCCs respectively.

Advin provides these and a host of other
flexible solutions to make the PILOT-
832D the most powerful and flexible
gang/set programmer at an affordable
price.

PILOT-832D is controlled by Advin’s
easy-to-use and fast software, operating on
IBM PCs and compatibles. Since the
PC-interface is through a standard parallel
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printer port, no PC slot is required. There-
fore you get the benefit of easy portability
from one PC to another. You can also
operate Pilot-832D from a notebook
computer via its standard printer port.

Its macro/batch facility allows you to
collect frequently used commands in a
macro file which can be submitted later
for fully automated operations. This and
other popular features make the program-
mer a time-saving instrument for you.
They also shorten the training process for
your production people.

Advin Systems Inc. has been a dependable
and responsive supplier of reliable
programming instruments for over eight
years. For quality-conscious engineers
who need almost instant support when
new devices come to market, Advin’s
small-company high-quality mentality will
fit very well.

I N T E L  F L A S H  M E M O R Y

S U P P O R T E D :

28F010, 28F001BX, 28F020, 28F002BC,
28F002BL, 28F002BV, 28F002BX,
28F200BL, 28F200BV, 28F200BX,
28F200CV, 28F004BE, 28F004BL,
28F004BV, 28F004BX, 28F004SC,
28F400BL, 28F400BV, 28F400BX,
28F400CE, 28F400CV, 28F008BE,
28F008BV, 28F008SA, 28F008SC,
28F800BV, 28F800CE, 28F800CV,
28F016SC

AVA I L A B I L I T Y :

Now

C O N T A C T :

Advin Systems, Inc
1050L East Duane Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Phone: (800) 627-2456

(408) 243-7000
FAX: (408) 736-2503
Email: advinsales@aol.com
WWW: http://www.wco.com/~advin
BBS: (408) 737-9200


